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BLOOD ON
THE TRACKS
It’s 1988. Just outside of Tamworth in country
New South Wales, a freight train hits
someone lying on the tracks. But when a rail
worker looks at the body, the scene doesn’t
seem to make sense.
Twenty-five years later, journalist Allan
Clarke picks up the case the more time he
spends with Mark’s family, the more he feel
he’s becoming a part of it. Allan tells a story
of a town divided, an investigation bungled,
evidence lost...and critical leads never
followed up.

We follow Allan through five years of
investigation. His reporting sparks a
resurgence of interest in the case that
sees the file reopened, a review launched,
a reward announced. During two trips to
Tamworth our investigative team dives
deeper and the thirty-year-old mystery finally
begins to unravel.
As Allan gets closer to the truth, the story
ends with a revelation no-one was expecting.

PRESENTED BY
ALLAN CLARKE
Allan is a Muruwari man and an awardwinning investigative journalist, producer
and presenter. His previous reporting on
Mark Haines’ death has led to the case
being reopened, a police review of the initial
investigation and the posting of a reward for
information to be posted by authorities. He has
previously worked for BuzzFeed, SBS and NITV.

G ENRE:
TRUE CRIM E
Audio 7 x 60’
Australian Broadcasting Corporation
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TRACE
Mother of two Maria James was stabbed to death
in the back of her suburban Melbourne bookshop
in June 1980. Her killer has never been found.
Now, ABC investigative reporter Rachael
Brown has teamed up with Maria’s sons, Mark
and Adam, and retired local cop Ron Iddles to
explore previously overlooked evidence and the
prime leads: a scorned lover, a local loner who
tried to sell Maria sexual magazines, a Telecom
worker who committed suicide days after being
questioned and a local Catholic Church.

PRESENTED BY
RACHAEL BROWN
Rachael Brown started her career as the
ABC’s Melbourne cadet in 2002. In 2008, she
won the Walkley award for Best Radio Current
Affairs Report. She has also been a Europe
correspondent and presenter of Trace podcast.

G ENRE:
TRUE CRIM E
Audio 8 x 30’
Australian Broadcasting Corporation
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THE ALICE FRASER
TRILOGY
A comedy podcast about things that are
actually sad.
Alice Fraser brings you a series of three solo
stand-up shows, that explore the boundary
between comedy and tragedy. You’ll meet her
family, her foes and the extremely strange
community she grew up in.
The shows, Savage (2015), The Resistance
(2016) and Empire (2017) were recorded back
to back as a three hour show at the Melbourne
International Comedy festival in April 2018.
Each podcast episode is split in half for ease

of download, so it will be heaps easier to listen
than it was to create. And in an Australian first,
we used a binaural microphone, which offers
an intensely immersive listening experience.
These podcast shows touch on death, torture,
domestic abuse, cancer, the holocaust, animal
death, violence, disfigurement, villainous
cruelty, discussions of suicide, sexism, musical
comedy.

PRESENTED BY
ALICE FRASER
Alice Fraser is an award-winning comedian
and writer for The Project as well as the
satirical news radio show A Rational Fear
and is the regular co-host of Radiotopia’s
podcast The Bugle.

G ENRE:
COM EDY
Audio 8 x 30’
Australian Broadcasting Corporation
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BEHIND THE BELT
If you’ve ever found yourself remarking,
“Wait, professional wrestling, that’s still
a thing?” then have we got the podcast for
you!
Alternatively, if you’ve ever yelled something
like “I F--KEN’ LOVE WRESTLING!!!”
in either a local scout hall or the grandest
arena, then, can you believe it, we also
have the podcast for you!

A deep dive into the world of ‘sports
entertainment’, Behind The Belt aims to
explore the history, cultural context and
sheer insanity of pro wrestling through a
combination of panel chat, interviews with
wrestlers and key industry figures, and indepth documentary-style coverage.

PRESENTED BY
CLEM BASTOW

Clem Bastow is a journalist, screenwriter and
award-winning critic whose work appears
regularly in The Age, The Saturday Paper, and
The Guardian.

ATTICUS BASTOW

Atticus Bastow is a sound artist and musician
currently completing his PhD in Sonic Arts.

KRACKERJAK

Clem

Atticus

Krackerjak is the longest-serving wrestlers
in the country with no time off (resulting
in him being effectively held together with
scar tissue and duct tape), KrackerJak
manages to be the thinking man’s wrestler
while simultaneously wallowing in the basest
elements of the craft.
Krackerjak
G ENRE:
COM EDY | S P ORTS
Audio 8 x 30’
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BURN YOUR PASSPORT
SEASON 3
Travel broadens the mind. Naz disagrees.
As a stand-up comedian he spends a lot of
his life on the road and for him, travel sucks.
Delays, terrible food, strange beds and hotel
neighbours ‘getting to know each other’ are
just some of the pitfalls that make him want to
stay at home.

Together with fellow stand-ups from Australia,
and elsewhere, he’ll convince you to burn your
passport and stay the hell at home.

PRESENTED BY
NAZEEM HUSSAIN
One of Australia’s top comedy stars, Nazeem
Hussain has featured in his own series for SBS
Television, has starred in numerous ABC TV
shows, presents on triple j and regularly packs
out venues domestically and in the USA and UK
when he tours.

G ENRE:
COM EDY | TRAVEL
Audio 11 x 30’
Australian Broadcasting Corporation
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FINDING DRAGO
Finding Drago is an investigative podcast,
hosted by comedians and film geeks Alexei
Toliopoulos and Cameron James (from Mike
Check and Total Reboot podcasts).

What starts as a laugh becomes a full-blown
mystery as Alexei tries to find the author
behind the book about the villain from the
worst Rocky movie.

The pair attempt to track down Todd Noy, the
author of Drago: On Mountains We Stand, an
unauthorized literary spin-off from Sylvester
Stallone’s Rocky IV that chronicles the life
of the USSR’s greatest fictional athlete Ivan
Drago.

PRESENTED BY
ALEXEI TOLIOPOULOS
Alexei Toliopoulos is a comedian, filmmaker,
writer and podcaster with an unmatched
knowledge of popular culture and regularly
appears as a film critic on ABC TV’s The Mix.

CAMERON JAMES
Cameron James is an actor and comedy writer who
has been a part of ABC Fresh Blood, Utopia and
Comedy Central’s Share This. With Alexei Toliopoulos
he presents the Mike Check and Total Reboot
podcasts.

G ENRE:
COM EDY | M YS TERY
Audio 7 x 45’
Australian Broadcasting Corporation
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THE PARENTING
SPECTRUM
You’re invited into the home of Fiona and
Travis, and their son Patch as they discover
what an autism diagnosis means and what
happens next.
It’s the podcast Fiona and Travis needed
when Patch was first diagnosed. They’ll
explore issues including safety, lack of sleep,
finding the right school, and how to help your
child embrace their identity and prepare for
adulthood.

This Australian family gains insight and
understanding from autistic people worldwide
as well as parents and professionals. If you’re
one of the millions of people globally with
an autistic family member The Parenting
Spectrum is your guide, your community and
your support network.
This podcast will open your mind to all the
incredible things autistic people wish the
world understood.

PRESENTED BY
FIONA CHURCHMAN

Fiona Churchman is an award-winning
reporter with more than 20 years’ experience
across Australia and overseas.

TRAVIS SAUNDERS

Travis Saunders is one of the proudest dads
you’ll ever meet. He’s a mentor and speaker
and works with families and schools to ensure
children on the autism spectrum have the best
possible support to succeed. Travis has never
said no to adventure. Not once.

The

Parenting
Spectrum

Fiona

Travis

PATCH

Patch is an “I can” kid and just loves to explore.
Patch’s favourite things include music, being
outdoors and movement.

Patch

G ENRE:
KIDS & FA M ILIES
Audio 5 x 19-26’
Australian Broadcasting Corporation
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PARENTAL GUIDANCE
RECOMMENDED
What are famous Australians like as parents?
It doesn’t matter if you’ve sold out a massive
arena, been named Australian of the Year, or
stepped onto Centre Court at Wimbledon. As
a parent, you’ve still got to wipe bums. You still
feel judged when your kid bites another kid at
day care. And you still lie about how often you
let them watch the iPad.

Join comedian and mother-of-two Terri Psiakis
as she noses her way into the parenting lives
of high profile Australians; uncovering the
secrets, challenges, and exquisite triumphs
of bringing up humans.

PRESENTED BY
TERRI PSIAKIS
Terri Psiakis is a comedian, author and
broadcaster who lives in the ‘burbs with her
bloke and their two squishy kids. She thinks the
best part of parenting is all the cuddles. The
worst part was the newborn-baby fog...like that
time she went to the letterbox with her boob
hanging out.

G ENRE:
KIDS & FA M ILIES
Audio 9 x 30’
Australian Broadcasting Corporation
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ANIMAL SOUND
SAFARI
Animal Sound Safari takes your ears around
the world to explore the weird and wacky
histories we humans have with animals, from
camel beauty queens in Saudi Arabia to
cooked roosters who save lives in Portugal

his brainy animal expert Laura, you’ll make
awesome new friends all around the world both human and animal.
Are you ready for an adventure? Hop on board
Animal Sound Safari!

Each episode is jam-packed with cool stories,
kooky facts and ‘pawsome’ puns. Led by
our safari guide Lawrence with help from

PRESENTED BY
K A LAWRENCE
GUNATILAKA
Lawrence is a TV presenter with a passion
for weird and wonderful stories from
around the world.

DR LAURA
JEAN MCKAY
Dr Laura Jean ‘Animal Expert’ McKay is an author
and researcher who writes, reads and tells
stories about animals.

G ENRE:
KIDS & FA M ILIES
Audio 8 x 17-20
Australian Broadcasting Corporation
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IMAGINE THIS
Imagine a world where it’s alright to ask
questions and have your voice heard. Each
episode we delve into a puzzling question
from an inquisitive mind, examining the
science behind it in a fun and engaging way.

We discover the answers to questions such as
“Why don’t cats wear shoes?”, “Why do stars
twinkle?” and, very importantly, “Where does
our poo go when we flush it down the toilet?”

Our host, Brianna Peterson, chats to kids and
Australia’s leading academics, taking you on an
adventure to learn about the world around you.

PRESENTED BY
BRIANNA PETERSON
Brianna keeps forgetting that she’s a grown up.
She would much rather make up a song about
toast or stare at the sky forever than behave
like an adult. Brianna or Bri for short, has a
background in radio and early education and is
working towards a degree in psychology, so this
podcast brings together most of her favourite
things in the world: kids, science, radio and
curiosity!

G ENRE: KIDS & FA M ILIES |
S CIENCE | LEA RNING
Audio 18 x 10’
Australian Broadcasting Corporation
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FIERCE GIRLS
From athletes to aviators, scientists to spies.

And these are their stories.

From the deep blue sea to the dark, black skies.

Join the amazing Turia Pitt, Lisa Wilkinson,
Stephanie Gilmore, Sally Pearson, Leah Purcell
and more, as they tell the inspiring tales of
some of Australia’s most extraordinary women.

Australia is full of girls who dare to do things
differently.
Adventurous girls. Girls with guts and spirit.
You know what they are?
They’re FIERCE.

TURIA PITT,
LISA WILKINSON,
STEPHANIE GILMORE,
SALLY PEARSON,
LEAH PURCELL
AND MORE
Turia

Lisa

G ENRE: KIDS & FA M ILIES |
CONVERSATIONS
Audio 8 x 15’
Australian Broadcasting Corporation
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CONVERSATIONS
Now in it’s 8th year, Conversations draws you deeper into
the life story of someone you may, or may not, have heard
about – someone who has seen and done amazing things.

PRESENTED BY
RICHARD FIDLER
Richard Fidler presents Conversations with Richard Fidler,
an in-depth, up-close-and personal interview program
broadcast across Australia on ABC Radio.
He’s interviewed prime ministers, astronauts, writers and
scientists, but the program often features remarkable
people who are unknown to the wider world. The program
attracts a large listening audience around the nation and is
the most popular podcast in Australia. Richard is the author
of the best-selling book Ghost Empire; the story of his journey
to Istanbul with his son Joe, to uncover the history of the lost
civilization of Byzantium.

SARAH KANOWSKI
Sarah Kanowski studied English at the University of
Oxford, where she wrote a thesis on the Mosley family. She
presented Books and Arts on ABC RN and looked after
Conversations when Richard Fidler was away. In 2018 Sarah
joined the Conversations team permanently, and presents
the program on Thursdays and Fridays.

G ENRE:
CONVERSATIONS
Audio 100+ x 60’
Australian Broadcasting Corporation
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MINDFULNESS
& NATURE
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SOUNDWALKS
Let’s go for a soundwalk together as we help
you wind down and relax. Let your ears take
you on a wonderful journey across Australia.
Listen, imagine and see with your mind’s eye.
The sounds tell the story…

educational experience. Listeners are guided
through a narrative in a unique Australian
environment. Each Soundwalk uses naturally
occurring field recordings as well as
subtle sound effects, to create an emotive,
immersive and restful experience.

Soundwalks paint rich, sonic landscapes for
children to explore with their imaginations,
to develop an appreciation for the sounds of
nature as well as to encourage a co-listening

PRESENTED BY
TEO GEBERT
Australian actor Teo Gebert is a regular
presenter on Play School, and has numerous
film, television and theatre credits.

RACHEL COOPES

SOUNDWALKS

Rachael is a yoga teacher, Play School presenter,
mother, and story teller. Her heart lies in the act
of ‘creating’, across many forms, sharing stories
and yoga philosophy in a playful, authentic and
meaningful way.

G ENRE: M INDF ULNES S |
REL A X ATION | NATURE
Audio 10 x 2-6’
Australian Broadcasting Corporation
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& Rest of World Sales
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700 Harris Street
Ultimo NSW 2007, Australia
TEL +61 2 8333 3970
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UK & European Sales
London Office
TEL +44 20 7808 1361
abc.contentsales@abc.net.au
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